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Stardust

Articles to Stardust may be submitted by email to mward@interbaun.com or aaquisto@macewan.ca or
edmpresident@edmontonrasc.com. Submission deadline is the last day of the previous month (e.g. for the May
issue submit by 30 Apr). Preferred format is MSOffice OR OpenOffice OR AbiWord OR plain text. For
alternative forms of delivery, call Michael Ward (editor, 439-3584) or Orla Aaquist (assistant editor, 486-8661).
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Upcoming Events, Meetings, Deadlines, Announcements
No meetings in July and August
September 11
General Meeting
Observing schedule (note no dates for June)
July
28 & 29
October
August
25 & 26
November
September
22 & 23
December

20 & 21
17 & 18
15 & 16

Star Parties
Aug. 18 – 27
Aug. 24 – 27
Sep 26 – Oct 1

Mount Kobau Star Party
Saskatchewan Summer Star Party
Northern Prairie Starfest

Thank you Casino Volunteers! On Saturday and Sunday May 13th and 14th the Centre conducted another casino to help keep

our membership fees low and finance worthy public projects such as the great equipment at the Observing Deck of the Telus World of
Science-Edmonton. A big thank you to the members of the RASC, employees of TWOS and a few sons or spouses of members who
either worked a shift or acted as back-ups. We appreciate your dedication:
Michael Noble, Douglas Hube, Bill Baker, Max Scharfenberger, Luca Vanzella, Susan Lukian, Cornelia Blunck, Howard
Pateman, Carlos Beca, Howard Gibbins, Tom Casey, Joan Hube, Bruce McCurdy, Franklin Loehde, David Cleary, Gerry
Belanger, Pat, Whittaker, Orla Aaquist, Sheldon Helbert, Nels Anderson, Geoff Robertson, Don Brown, Robert Rolf, Sherry
Campbell, Frankie Florian, Larry Wood, Harris Christian, Harold Jacobsen, Roy Ramdeen, Paul Campbell, James Cote,
Murray Paulson, Kevin McCurdy, Arnold Rivera, Christine West, Shelly Sodergen, Tony Whyte, Alan Sunley, Mel Rankin,
Brett Casey, Gordon Knight, Katherine Vanzella, Bob Cassegrain, Jason Loehde, Dave Robinson.
SIDEWALK ASTRONOMY: Volunteers required for one night only
Camp Maskepetoon at Pigeon Lake will be celebrating their 50th anniversary on Saturday, September 2, 2006, where 100 campers will be
hoping for clear skies. If you are available to assist with this event, please contact Harris Christian at (780) 929-2153 or write to
harrikarri@shaw.ca. If you do not own a telescope but still wish to attend, we have already been given access to loaner telescopes for
this date. Thanks!
Northern Prairie Starfest / Space Exploration Symposium
(September 26 - October 1)
The best end-of-season star party is back for 2006 and with new-and-improved benefits! The Northern Prairie Starfest (NPS) will take
place at Black Nugget Lake campground (BNLC), southeast of Edmonton, at the end of September, and will overlap with the annual
Space Exploration Symposium (SES) at the University of Alberta. The NPS offers daytime and nighttime observing at one of the darkest
sites in Alberta plus a variety of speakers and other activities.
Organized events for NPS occur on September 28, 29 and 30, but registration and camping will be available as early as September 26 and
as late as October 1. The SES takes place on the University of Alberta campus September 28 and 29 and is open to all at no cost. One of
the keynote speakers at SES will be Dr. John Mustard, Brown University, who is one of the lead investigators with the Mars
Reconnaissance Orbiter mission. We are waiting for confirmation from other invited speakers. At least one of the SES speakers will
make a presentation at NPS. Confirmed speakers for NPS are Dwight Hansen (“The Genstar 10-inch Travel Scope”) and Bruce McCurdy
(“The Harvest Moon Anomaly”).
For further information: http://www.edmontonrasc.com/nps.html
President’s Message by Orla Aaquist
It is June, it is warm, I have started a small home renovation
project, aphids are occupying my 4 story elm tree, my van
desperately needs to undergo a serious spring cleaning, my eves are
leaking, my sister-in-law is visiting, my brother-in-law had a new
baby, Dragon Boat training is about to start, I joined the Summer
Squash League, my garage is cluttered from winter fall-out and I
need to nag Shannon about having a garage sale, I’m trying to take
astrophotographs with my new Olympus E-330 and fathom how to
achieve a good focus, there is new laboratory equipment at work
that I need to play with, and I’m thinking there should be a rule that
the Centre president should not have to write a president’s report
for the June issue of Stardust nor prepare an agenda for the June
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meeting. June’s meeting should be a ‘pot-luck meeting’.
In the back of my mind is a little annoying voice telling me
there is something I should say in this report, something really
important. Perhaps I should give Luca or Krista a call or have a
look at the May 30th council meeting agenda, but that road has a
slippery slope, and if I start down that road I might be thinking
about RASC business all summer. No … all is good (cross my
fingers and knock on wood), there is nothing to worry about, and
all is in good shape.
Wow! When you put your head in the sand, the world takes on
a nice, warm and comforting appearance.
Have a great summer. See you in September.
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The Planets by Murray D. Paulson
At the beginning June, Mercury sat 16 degrees from the sun,
and shone at magnitude –0.8. Over the next 2 weeks Mercury
swings out to its June 20th eastern (evening) elongation. It will shine
at Magnitude 0.5 at the time and show a 8” half disk. It will sit
almost 25 degrees from the sun and sets at an amazing 13 minutes
before midnight! Pretty good for a sun hugging planet. I mentioned
last month, the inclination of the ecliptic compounded by the
summer twilight makes this a very poor evening apparition for us
northerners. Your best bet is to look for it in the daytime with a
goto scope. South of the equator, it is entirely another thing. A
week after the elongation, a thin crescent moon passes 4.4 degrees
above Mercury on June 27th. Last month an intrepid group of
observers stood to the challenge of finding Mercury and a 22 hour
and 50 minute moon after the Volunteer party. Against all odds of
the weather gods, they succeeded. Eagle eyed Larry Wood was the
first to spot Mercury in the very bright twilight, and also the first to
spot the thin crescent moon descending from the cloud. The late
June event will be a bit harder to reproduce, but worth the try! On
July 18th, exactly 2months to the day from the May 18th
conjunction, Mercury sits in inferior conjunction with the sun. On
Aug 6, Mercury zooms out to its greatest western elongation
where it will be at a diameter of 8" and shine at magnitude 0.1 in
the morning sky. Venus sit 3 degrees above Mercury and should
make it easy to find. On the morning of August 15, Mercury passes
through the Beehive cluster, and on the18th, Venus follows suit.
The two planets will be sliding down the ecliptic together as they
head back to the sun.
The summer twilight makes it hard to get motivated to get up
early enough to check out Venus, but if you did, you would see the
brilliant white fire of Venus sitting in the Dawn twilight. At the
beginning of June, Venus rises at 10 to 4 in the morning, and the
sun follows an hour and 20 minutes later. Venus shines at
magnitude –4.0 and has a 13.6” gibbous disk. Venus is on it’s
gradual trip back to its date with the sun next fall, and the
elongation will decrease from 36 degrees at the beginning of June
to 22 degrees at the beginning of August. On Jul 22 a slender Moon
sits 7 degrees above Venus in the dawn sky, and a lunar month
later, on August 21, we get a repeat of the conjunction. On the
morning of August 26, Venus will sit ½ degree west of Saturn, then
the next morning, ½ degree east of Saturn. Half way round the
world, you could watch the pair pass just over 4 arc minutes apart
at 22:50 UT on the 26th in a darkened sky, but most of us will have
to settle with watching the pair in a daytime sky at the summer star
parties.
Mars is almost gone, and forgotten except by a few of us. At
the beginning of June it is a small mote of magnitude 1.7 in the
constellation of Cancer and would show you a 4.3” disk in the
eyepiece. On June 28, a thin crescent moon sits South West of Mars
and you may catch the pair with binoculars before they set just after
midnight. On July 22, Mars passes only 42’ of arc above Regulus
and on Jul 27 a thin crescent Moon passes 35' away from Mars in
daylight. Just before Mars sets, the moon is over 4 degrees SW of
Mars. This will be a tough task, with the sun only 7 degrees below
the horizon.
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Date
Time
22-Jun
22-Jun
22-Jun
23-Jun
23-Jun
29-Jun
29-Jun
29-Jun
30-Jun
30-Jun
30-Jun
11-Jul
11-Jul
13-Jul
13-Jul
13-Jul
13-Jul
15-Jul
15-Jul
15-Jul
22-Jul
22-Jul
22-Jul
22-Jul
22-Jul
5-Aug
5-Aug
5-Aug

(UT) Satellite
Event
4:42
I
Sha start
5:51
I
Tra end
6:51
I
Sha end
5:13
III
Sha start
7:03
III
Sha end
6:37
I
Sha start
7:41
I
Tra end
8:46
I
Sha end
4:42
III
Tra start
5:55
I
Ecl end
6:37
III
Tra end
3:17
III
Ecl start
5:07
III
Ecl end
3:29
II
Tra start
5:58
II
Sha start
6:04
II
Tra end
8:31
II
Sha end
4:55
I
Sha start
5:51
I
Tra end
7:03
I
Sha end
5:34
I
Tra start
6:02
II
Ecl end
6:49
I
Sha start
7:43
I
Tra end
8:58
I
Sha end
5:06
III
Sha start
6:07
II
Occ start
6:56
III
Sha end

At the beginning of June, Jupiter finally gets well placed for
evening viewing. Jupiter’s southerly location in Libra sees it only
crest 22.7 degrees above the horizon as it crosses the meridian at 11
pm. In the eyepiece, Jupiter shows a 43.4” oblate disk and shines at
magnitude –2.4. There has been a new little red spot seen on the
margin of the Southern polar hood. It shows up well in
photographs, but I have yet to see it. Last month I mentioned that
there were a few Ganymede shadow transits and I caught the
beginning of one before the sky went away with thin cloud. On July
6th, a gibbous moon passes 6 degrees from Jupiter. I have included a
table of the best of the Jupiter satellite events for the next two
months. Please note that all times are UT, and the event on June 23
at 5:13 actually happens at 11:13 pm local time on June 22. The
event is over at 1:03 am on June 23, just under 2
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hours later. You can find a complete table of events in the
Observers Handbook. This table was created with Guide, and
Excel.
June starts off with Saturn in the Beehive, shining at magnitude
0.3 and showing a 16.9” disk in the eyepiece. You may notice that
the tilt of the ring plane has decreased somewhat and the inclination
is now just under 19 degrees . By early July, this will drop to under
18 degrees, but it would be a challenging observation in the twilight
glare. On August 7th, Saturn sits in superior conjunction with the
sun and it will be late in the year before we see the ringed visage
again.
The outer planets are a good challenge in the summer star
parties. Neptune comes into opposition on August 10th and Pluto’s
opposition occurs on June 16th. Uranus doesn’t come around until
early September, but it will be best at the summer star parties as
well. In late August, Uranus will shine at Magnitude 5.7 in
Aquarius, and will show you a green blue 3.7” disk in the eyepiece.
Check out the Observers Handbook for a finder chart, or take your
laptop with your favorite software. Give Uranus the naked eye

challenge. It is not an easy pick due to it being so close to the sky
limit, and it is low in the sky where the atmospheric extinction will
diminish it’s brightness even more. I have seen it over the last few
years, so give it a shot. Take a good chart showing all the 6.5 plus
magnitude stars in it’s neighborhood. Neptune is next on the way
out, sitting in Capricorn and shining at magnitude 7.8. It has a 2.3”
blue greenish disk that tells you that you got it. The chart for it is on
page 197 of the Handbook, just across from Uranus’s chart.
Pluto is a dim mote, no longer off at the distant edge of the
solar system. New planets now bear that distinction. This doesn’t
make the hunt any easier! Pluto shines at magnitude 13.9 and takes
an 8 to 12” scope to see it depending on sky quality. If you are up to
the challenge, (self abuse?) see how small a scope you can find it
in. My record is 3.75” or 94 mm. It is not too difficult in a 5 to 6”
under ideal conditions. I don’t care for the chart in the handbook,
so I recommend the charts that come in Sky and Telescope,
Astronomy Magazine or make up one with Guide or your favorite
software. Happy hunting! Till the fall, clear skies.

Summer Debauchery Event, Saturday June 24 2006 at Shirlee Adamson's Estate
How to get there:
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Beaver Hills Dark Sky Preserve Declaration – by Sherrilyn Jahrig and Bruce McCurdy
Celebration of the Century: Many Cultures, One Sky
As a result of a new and vital partnership between Parks Canada, education initiative and to help out where needed. Here are some
Alberta Parks and Protected Areas, and the Royal
RASC volunteering opportunities:
Astronomical Society of Canada, Canada's newest Dark Sky
Preserve will be officially declared on Sunday, September 3 at Elk
• Solar, lunar or dark-sky observing. If you don’t have a
Island National Park’s “Celebration of the Century”.
telescope or binoculars, RASC rental scopes may be
available
This celebration will be a major public destination on the Labour
• Handing out DSP brochures and talking about astronomy
Day weekend at Elk Island National Park, Canada’s first game
• Children’s activities (we have 1,000 little star clocks
preserve. The city of Edmonton and surrounding areas will be
donated by TWOS for 2,000 little hands to put together)
invited to participate in the astronomical, environmental and
•
Logistics of providing an astronomically large cake for
cultural activities programmed throughout the day and late into
kids attending the event (maybe adults too if there’s
astronomical darkness as Elk Island Park extends its protective
enough to go around)
legacy to include the sky beyond its lands and lakes. The Beaver
•
Line-up relief so astronomers may take breaks
Hills DSP will encompass a vast area (300 square km) including
sections of provincial protected areas: Blackfoot Reserve and
• Handing out programs and directing public to events*
Cooking Lake Moraine.
• Helping with theatre presentations*
• Extra binocular walk presenters if we have large crowds
RASC Edmonton Centre astronomers have conducted inspiring
• Working with DSP committee to ensure performer and
dark-sky observing sessions at Blackfoot/Elk Island for over 20
guest comfort
years. Formal recognition and protection of these dark skies is
•
Helping Parks Canada/RASC with set-up and tear-down
cause for festivity among local astronomers and the larger scientific
and educational community. The endorsement by multiple levels of
*Please see tentative program for more details
government encourages environmental integrity, has economic
benefits and enhances public safety and security as well as
Many members might like to make a night, or weekend, of the
‘sparkling’ the imagination of the public.
event by camping onsite. As this is a long weekend it is expected
the campsite will be busy. It is possible to make reservations online
North-central Alberta’s first and Canada’s second National Dark
or by telephone at the following contacts provided by Parks
Sky Preserve will raise public awareness in light pollution and
Canada:
preserve natural starlit skies close to Edmonton.
Website: www.pccamping.ca
Telephone: 1.877.RESERVE (1.877.737.3783)
As a signatory to the agreement and a major sponsor of the
declaration event, this is a fantastic opportunity for the RASC’s
By the next issue of Stardust, this event will be behind us. We
Edmonton Centre to promote responsible lighting to the invited
therefore appeal to all members who can assist in any way, to
guests, among whom are expected officials at the federal,
provincial, county and municipal level. With this event marking the respond at your early convenience.
centennial of the Park, it is anticipated there will be a large public
Please contact:
gathering as well, and significant astronomical and cultural
programming has been planned.
Sherrilyn Jahrig
Public Education Director
This major public event will be preceded by a media launch and
(780) 641-5650 or 455-9912
publicity for the Parks and RASC. We need a strong
sj_starskip@hotmail.com
representation of our own membership to support the public
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Parks Canada Elk Island National Park, September 3rd, 2006 Program (preliminary rough draft only)
Time
1pm

Outside
Solar Observing
Parks Presentations
RASC presentations
Cultural Activities
Solar Observing
Parks Presentations
RASC Presentations
Cultural Activities
Solar Observing
Cultural Activities

Tent or Stage
Parks Presentation
or Starry Storytelling

Theatre (93 seats)
‘What is a DSP’ ongoing power-point in theatre
operated by parks or RASC volunteers

RASC Special Speaker
Presentation

‘What is a DSP?’

Parks Presentation or Starry
Storytelling

‘Smart-Lighting for Residences’ presentation
Classroom activity

Canada Space Agency
Astronaut Presentation
Speeches: Dignitaries,
Edmonton Poet Laureate
Signing of Beaver Hills
Dark Sky Preserve
Declaration

Alternate location for main
event

Theatre closed

Break

Break

Break

Theatre closed

5:30

Public eats their picnics

Dinner for hosts, dignitaries,
performers and special
guests

Theatre Deck
Buffet for Parks Management, DSP team, dignitaries,
performers and special guests

Starry Musical Performance

David Roles:
Presentation on Solar System missions
Dr. Doug Hube:
Presentation on Aurora
Dr. Warren Finlay: ‘Sounds of the Night’
Bruce McCurdy: ‘What’s Up in a Really Dark Sky’
Theatre closed

2pm

3pm-3:30
Break
4pm
4:45

Classroom activity

5:00

7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9pm

Binocular Walks

10 pm
11pm
Midnight
and onward

Tent and Stages Strike and
Closed
Dark-Sky observing of
galaxies, nebulae and other
objects
Quiet observing away
from sleeping campers
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